
Leaders Gan Solve Conflicts within a Group
It's no problem in our society

today to be involved in community,
church and civic activities. We can

be selective in choosing how
involved and the group. However,
the thing to remember in working
with people is that sometimes you
may have conflict. Regardless of

what general goals and activities
pursued, everybody does not always
see things alike, which sometimes
-may create conflict,

Conflict stirs up our emotions
and can be caused by our emotions.
It occurs as a result of perception.
How well we cope with conflict

determines how well we get along
with one another and how effective
we are as leaders or members of a

group.

To solve conflicts, the parties
involved will need to be aware of
their differences, discuss the differ-

enccs, understand the differences
and reasoning and decide upon a

solution or compromise.Group
involvement requires good leader-
shlp There are some beneflTial con¬

flict effects that may occur. Some
beneficial aspects of conflicts could
include: increased learning, using
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creativity, surfacing important and capability and developing fefe-
issues, reducing stagnation, energiz- tionships within the groop.
ing the group, testing group strength
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The people you came to know as 1st Home Federal in Forsyth County look forward to continuing to serve you as BB&T. And,
they can now also offer you the stability and soundness of the bank that's born serving customers in North Carolina since 1872.
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